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A new theory of cold fusion is being proposed at an international conference currently underway in
Rome, according to an advance report from radiochemist and materials expert Dr. Edmund Storms.
Dr. Storms believes that clusters of deuterons (the nuclei of the naturally occurring isotope of
hydrogen) are able to penetrate the nucleus of palladium, transmuting it into a heavier element and
releasing energy in the form of heat. The deuteron clusters, perhaps similar to Rydberg clusters, are
charge-free configurations that are not repelled by the positive charge of the palladium nucleus.
According to Storms' research, the reaction occurs not within the palladium crystal lattice, but in
nano-particles of palladium mixed with other elements that form at the surface of the palladium
cathode.
There is no unstable intermediate nucleus, and thus no radioactivity, released in the reaction. The
absorption of deuterons produces an element of higher atomic number and mass, each deuteron
releasing about 12 MeV of energy due to the mass defect.
According to Storms, who has been pursuing cold fusion since his retirement from Los Alamos National
Laboratory in the early 1990s, his theory can explain all the known phenomena reported in cold fusion
experiments to date. He believes it may also be the explanation for nuclear transmutation in biological
systems first documented by Louis Kevran and subsequently pursued by researchers in Japan and
Russia. Recently the Japanese have detected biological transmutation using nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR) techniques that are more reliable than chemical analysis, Storms says. Russian researchers have
shown transmutation by bacteria capable of reproducing in 100% heavy water (deuterium in place of
the hydrogen).
Storms's idea also has implications for the theory of nucleosynthesis. According to prevailing theory, the
heavy elements must be produced in a neutron star, such as is hypothesized to be associated with a
supernova. However, a process of cold fusion by incorporation of deuteron clusters could account for
the production of heavier elements from lighter ones, without the need for highly energetic systems
which would likely be detrimental to life. Such a process might even be occurring within the Earth's
crust.
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